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Light Centre Dubai Lighting experiences always represent a piece of culture, a piece of art, a piece 
of people’s way of life. This is particularly true wherever light has emancipated 
itself from any functionality, leaving its mark on architecture and space as an 
indepen dent work of art.
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“We use light to create worlds of experience.” Zumtobel lives up to 
this vision and offers inspiring meeting places for lighting profes
sionals in a total of three Light Forums and seventeen Light Centres 
worldwide. 

For many years, Zumtobel’s engagement with light, architecture and 
art, besides being the company’s profession, has been an exciting 
challenge which it has embraced enthusiastically. The Light Forums 
and Light Centres exemplify Zumtobel’s passion for light and the           
versatile, creative design force of light as a medium. 

Light Centre

Light Centre
Overview of application cubes 

“A space only becomes 
 architecture with light.”

David Chipperfield 
Architect
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Light Centre

“Light plays an essential role 
in architecture.”

Zaha Hadid
Architect

In spring 2011, the first Light Centre in the Middle East has opened. 
The Light Centre Dubai provides 750 m² of exhibition space and 
is located at Zumtobel’s main office in the Middle East. As the main 
Light Centre in the region, it is also used as a communication, pre
sentation and training platform. It provides a unique place for lighting 
professionals to meet, where customers and partners participate in 
workshops, trainings and exhibitions.
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Light Centre Tour

Presentation & Retail
Shopping is increasingly becoming a leisure activity for which special 
settings are needed. Light is used in order to arouse emotions and 
create brand identities. When used intelligently, light has the potential 
to stimulate the propensity to buy and to boost sales.

Hotel & Wellness
A hotel should convey a feeling of wellbeing while being gentle on 
the environment. This can be achieved through light. A good lighting 
solution will make the guest feel at ease while allowing the hotel to 
cut on energy expenses and differentiate itself from the competition.

Health & Care
Lighting in hospitals improves the quality of the patient‘s stay, thereby 
also aiding recovery. Innovative technologies and intelligent con trols 
also minimise energy consumption. This is how Zumtobel strikes a 
balance between lighting quality and energy efficiency.

Education & Science
In education and science facilities, light is of uttermost importance. 
Zumtobel provides a wide range of innovative lighting tools for impro
ving visual comfort and enhancing concentration and social under
standing in all rooms and zones, while simultaneously increasing 
energy efficiency.

Facade & Architecture
Iluminated building façades facilitate orientation, convey messages, 
communicate emotions and create attention. Achieving this demands 
a great aesthetic design and also sustainable lighting solutions that 
help save resources and avoid light pollution. Zumtobel strikes the 
balance between cultural aspirations and the need to use resources 
responsibly, providing optimal lighting solutions.
 

Offices & Communication
Human factors are at the heart of contemporary office concepts and 
hence interior design and lighting. Zumtobel‘s lighting solutions and 
control systems strike the perfect balance between quality and ener
gy efficiency.

Art & Culture
Our lives are enriched by art. Buildings designed for art and culture 
are at the centre of public interest. The architecture and type of light
ing used in these spaces have a farreaching influence on their iden
tity. Daylight and artificial light are also of fundamental importance 
because they guide people emotionally.

Industry & Engineering
The right light in manufacturing and assembly bays as well as 
warehouses and workshops is the basis for any productive work. 
Zumtobel provides optimal flexible and functional solutions for indus
trial buildings.

Thanks to the Light Centre’s transparency, brightness, precision, viva
ciousness, timelessness and international character, the archi tec tural 
concept lives up to the high ambitions of the Zumtobel brand. 
Application focused product presentations are provided by displays in 
the cubic Zumtobel architecture.
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Emergency Lighting
Emergency lighting systems are offered as an extra measure that 
should be taken in order to secure safety in an area. Highend design 
runs through Zumtobel‘s emergency luminaire portfolio like a com
mon thread. The Light Centre Dubai offers a platform for training 
and workshops about emergency lighting conducted by our profes
sionals. 

Lighting Management
Lighting management creates new worlds of experience for people, 
their visions and their wellbeing with maximum energy efficiency. 
It is the bridge between the application concept and the luminaires, 
making the lighting solution complete.

Emergency Lighting & Lighting ManagementLight Centre Tour

“Light does not illuminate, 
 it tells stories”

Ettorre Sottsass
Architect and Designer

Have a short break after an extended journey, a snack after an active 
workshop, or a cappuccino during an interesting conversation in a 
bright, pleasant, and relaxed atmosphere. Enjoy the communicative 
feelgood ambience of the Light Centre.
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Communication platform

The Light Center Dubai is a communication platform for our customers, 
offering events, exhibitions, seminars, workshops, conferences, and indi
vidual project discussions. Discover our event calendar which offers trai
nings, workshops and Light Centre tours with the possibility to register 
online. dubai.zumtobel.com

Event Exhibition

Project discussion Light Centre TourRound Table discussion
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Presentation & Retail / Faces Stores, MENA / Katakeet, AE / Longines Store, AE / 
Porsche Design, AE / Porsche Showroom, KW / Spar Supermarket, AE / Swarovski 
Shop, MENA / Tagz, BH / Tommy Hilfiger, MENA / Vilebrequin, MENA / Ferrari, MENA / 
Office & Communication / Al Inma Bank Head Office, SA / ACE, LB / QIB Bank, QA / 
TRA, AE / Domiatec, ET / Bloomberg, AE / Criminal Court Complex, SA / Goldman 
Sachs, AE / Piffs, KW / King Abdulla Petroleum, SA / Mapna Boiler Office Building, IR / 
AABAR HQ, AE / Ras Laffan Shipyard, QA / Saudi Arabian General Investment Authority, 
SA / Credit Agricole, ET / Dubai Police, AE / ADIC, AE / Zuhair Fayez Offices, SA / 
Education & Science / Princess Noora University, SA / LAU University, LB / NYU, AE / 
School of Foreign Affairs, QA / Art & Culture / Museum Of Islamic Art, QA / TVC,AE / 
Hotel & Wellness / Central Market, AE / Emirates Palace, AE / Sofitel, EG / Sheraton 
Hotel, AE / Landmark Tower, AE / Yas Island Marina Hotel, AE / The Pearl, QA / 
Health & Care / Psychiatric Hospital, OM / Hamed Hospital, QA / Al Mafraq Hospital, 
AE  / AlJabber Hospital, KW / Arzanah Hospital, AE / Bayt Abdulla Children’s Hospital, 
KW / Children And Pediatric Hospital, SA / Cleveland Clinic, AE / Fujairah Private 
Hospital, AE / General Hospital, SA / Industry and Engineering / Gasco, AE / Concourse 
3 Dubai, AE / NDIA Duty Free, QA / Convention Center, QA / Basra Stadium, IR / 
Forensic Laboratory, JO

Art & Culture
Museum of Islamic Art I Doha, QT

“If you want people to come and stay, then you must create space for 
them and exciting pathways through these spaces.“ 
Leoh Ming Pei, Architect

Supermarket
SPAR Supermarket I Abu Dhabi, UAE

„The shop concept goes hand in hand with the lighting concept to 
create a unique shopping experience for the customer.“ 
Bejoy Thomas Pulickel, Chief Operating Officer at SPAR

Offices and Communication
Abu Dhabi Investment Council (ADIC) I Abu Dhabi, UAE

References

Presentation & Retail
Katakeet I Dubai, UAE

“Zumtobel Lighting provided excellent support in realising this unique 
fairyland for children and their parents.“ Linton CrockfordMoore, 
Creative Director, Creative Eye Strategy & Innovation Chalhoub 
Group.
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The Zumtobel Light Centre is situated in Dubai’s Al Quoz Area near 
Times Square Center. The metro station and numerous reference 
projects are only a few minutes’ drive away. 

 

Zumtobel Light Centre
4B St.
Al Quoz Industrial Area
Dubai
United Arab Emirates

Tel: +971 4 340 4646
Fax: +971 4 347 6957
info@zumtobeluae.ae

Opening Hours
Sunday - Thursday
9:00 am - 6:00 pm

www.zumtobel.com
dubai.zumtobel.com

From Dubai
1. Take Exit 43 & keep straight

2. Take Al Marabea St. exit on the overbridge

3. Drive until the first traffic signal & take a Uturn

4. Take the last right at Times Square

5. Take an immediate right adjacent to Times Square, just before Al Tayer Motors

6. Follow the road, pass Spinneys warehouse, & keep straight until you reach

 Zumtobel Light Centre onto your right

From Abu Dhabi
1. After crossing Mall of Emirates, remain on Sheikh Zayed Road for 200 m

2. Take Exit 42, which reads Al Marabea St./ Times Square Center

3. Drive until Times Square Mall as you pass Hyundai, Honda & Mercedes

4. Take an immediate right adjacent to Times Square just before Al Tayer Motors

5. Follow the road, pass Spinneys warehouse & keep straight until you reach 

 Zumtobel Light Centre onto your right
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How to find us



www.zumtobel.com
dubai.zumtobel.com
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